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Corporate semantic Web
 RDF(S) framework and its XML syntax
 Ontology-based annotated memory
Multi-agent management system
 Top-down organisational function analysis
 Roles and interactions
 Agent types implementation and configuration
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3Introduction: issues and motivations
Knowledge and information management:
Needs: improve reaction time & address turnover
- Persistent memory: store and/or index knowledge
- Nervous system: capture and diffuse knowledge
O.M.: an explicit and persistent representation and/or 
indexing of knowledge in an organization, in order to 
facilitate its access and reuse by members of the 
organization, for their individual and collective tasks.
Current trend: reuse internet and web technologies to 
build intranets and intrawebs
- Same advantages: standardised technology, browser 
unique access means, distributed architecture, etc.
- Same drawbacks: human-understandable but only machine 
readable; problem of retrieval, automation,...
Corporate Memory Management through Agents:
Assist new employee integration













































































































































9Illustration of the cycle
a - Reality
 Ontology: explicit partial account of concepts used in the 
corporate memory management scenarios and their relations
Organizational Entity (X) : 
The entity X is or is a 
sub-part of an 
organization. 
Person (X): The entity X is 
living being pertaining to 
the human race.
Include (Organizational 
Entity: X, Organizational 
Entity / Person Y) :
the organizational entity X 
includes Y as one of its 
members.
Manage (Person: X, 
Organizational Entity: Y) :
The person X watches and 

















c - Situation & Annotations
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10A Corporate Semantic Web
RDF: Resource Description Framework
Describe Web resources through semantic annotations
RDFS: RDF Schema
Describe ontology used for annotations








Ontology in RDFS     (O'CoMMA)
Description the Situation in RDF:
- User Profiles (annotate person)
- Organization model (annotate groups)
Annotations in RDF describing Documents
Toward a corporate semantic web
Annotated world for agents (quickly intelligent)
Annotated documents (manipulation at semantic level)





(1) Scenarios and Data collection


















(2) From semi-informal to semi-formal


















Created By Document; Organizational
Entity;
Person;





Attribute Domain Range Type View Super
Relation
Other Terms Natural Language Definition Pr
Designation Thing; literal (string) *; ; ; Identifying word or words by
which a thing is called and
classified or distinguished from
others
Us
Family Name Person; literal (string) Person; Designation; Last Name;
Surname
The name used to identify the














Natural Language Definition Pr





Thing; ; Thing taking place, happening,
occurring; usually recognized as
important, significant or unusual
Us
Gathering Event; Event; ; Event corresponding to the social act of





Relations - signature & sub.
ex: person  (author)  document
Terms & natural language definitions
ex: 'bike', 'cycle', bicycle' - (bicycle)
Concepts - subsumption
ex: document report















Operationalise the corporate semantic web
CORESE: COnceptual REsources Search Engine
RDF(S) for schema, annotations, rules(+) , queries(+)






















































14Multi-agents information system for the CM
 Agent paradigm adequacy:  
 Agent collaboration  Global capitalization
 Agent autonomy & individuality  Local adaptation
 CoMMA is an heterogeneous multi-agents 
information system
 From Macroscopic to Microscopic
 Functional analysis for high level functions: societies
 Four aspects in our scenarios: ontology and model 
availability, annotation management, user 
management and yellow pages services. 
Users' society


























16CoMMA Society Sub-societies and Roles
Users' society





















Archive annotations on 
documents of the O.M.
Search & retrieve references matching queries
Hierarchy: to federate two aspects of the society
Mediator role (manage social behavior):
- supervising distributed query solving process
- managing allocation of new annotations
- monitoring new annotations to trigger push functions
Archivist role (manage local behavior):
- attached to & exploits local base
- answers to query & proposes archiving services
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18Role cards
Role cards of E. Kendall for object oriented 
software engineering
role model Annotation Mediator role in the Annotation-
dedicated society
responsibilities handle distribution of annotations over the
archivists both for new annotation submissions
and query solving processes
collaborators Directory facilitator, User Profile Manager,
Ontology Archivist, Annotation Archivist,
Corporate Model Archivist
external interfaces RDF annotation manipulation interface
relationships -
expertise query and submission management







role model Annotation Archivist role in the Annotation-
dedicated society
responsibilities store and query the annotations of the memory
collaborators Directory facilitator, Annotation Mediator,
Ontology Archivist
external interfaces RDF annotation manipulation interface
relationships also part of the roles in Corporate Model
Archivist and User Profile Archivist
expertise annotation archiving an querying

























Reactive N N N N N N N N
Complex Mental State N N N N N N N N
Graceful Degradation Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Temporally continuity Y Y Y Y Y N Y Y
Autonomy
Goal-oriented N N N Y N N Y N
Collaborative Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Flexible N N N Y N N Y N
Proactive N N N N N N Y N
Personality N N N N N N N N
Communication Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Adaptability
Learning N N N N N N Y N
Customizable N N N N N Y Y N
Mobility N N N N N N N N
Visual representation N N N N N Y N N
Veracity Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Benevolence Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y




Societal level functionalities  Functional sub-societies
Functional sub-societies  Functional roles
Next step : role interactions supporting the chosen 
organizational structures
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20Roles interactions to support organisational structure
Users' society




















- based on scenarios and 
derived use-cases
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21Interactions AA-AM in allocating an annotation
 C-Net : Annotation allocation
 Mediator & Archivists discuss best place to archive














:protocol fipa contract net






















User Profile Manager 
User Profile Archivist 









Organization + Roles + Protocols + Behaviors + 



















Laptop used with video projector to 
show message exchanged.




User laptop for open 
day visitors
profiles annotationsArchive Laptop with 
profiles and annotations
 Architecture: Agent kinds and their relationships
Fixed at design time
 Configuration: Exact topography of a given MAS
Fixed at deployment time






 Not a complete solution
 Monolithic solution evaluation problem
 No large-scale evaluation (groups of 4/6 users)
 Usability and usefulness recognized
 Not a formal approach but running proof of concept
 Developers appreciation of ontology-agent approach
 Industrial interest in the development of the prototype
Results  Ph.D. to be defended end of October
On going improvements in the team:
 pseudo distance & decomposition algorithms
 Web mining wrappers: semi-automatic annotation
 Ontology mapping: connect 2 corporate semantic webs




26Interface Agent: ontology-guided annotation submission
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27Annotation allocation: contract-net based on pseudo-semantic distance bids
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28Interface Agent: Ontology-guided query on the corporate semantic web
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29Query solving: multi-stage query-ref based on URI cut/join
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30Presenting and documenting results with the ontology
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